“Undersea System Modeling”

**Description:** There’s an underlying physics and phenomenology layer that grounds all of our ideas – you can’t wish that an idea is valid, you must prove it through physics and engineering calculations. We explore how system engineering helps define models that help drive design decisions and reduce implementation risk. Additionally, we explore how Synthetic Aperture Sonar (SAS) is showing us the undersea world in High Def!
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Pierre has been at Raytheon since 2015 and is currently the Chief Undersea Technologist within the Integrated Defense Systems Business Area. In that role, Pierre seeks to provide specific direction and guidance to the USW Enterprise Cross Business Leadership Team. Prior to that, Pierre worked for the Naval Undersea Warfare Center for 37 years where he held various positions including Chief Technology Officer. Pierre holds a Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics from the University of Rhode Island and a Master’s in Business Administration from the Sloan School at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.